Thermal effects on neuronal activity in suprachiasmatic nuclei of hibernators and nonhibernators.
The temperature sensitivity of neuronal firing rates in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the hypothalami of rats and ground squirrels was studied in vitro. SCN from euthermic squirrels were studied during the hibernation season (winter) and during the summer. SCN from hibernating squirrels were also studied. Most properties of SCN cells from hibernators and nonhibernators were similar. Warm- and cold-sensitive neurons were observed in all groups, but cold-sensitive neurons were more common in SCN from hibernating squirrels. No evidence for temperature compensation of firing rate was accumulated; no cell was observed to fire below 16.6 degrees C. If the persistence of circadian rhythmicity is a function of action potential-dependent neurotransmission from the SCN, these results suggest that deep hibernation (5-17 degrees C) should be characterized by an absence of circadian fluctuation in temperature. Two possible adaptations for the shallow torpor seen at somewhat higher temperatures were observed in the SCN: 1) a relatively large population of cold-sensitive neurons and 2) a population of neurons with very high activation energies. Activation energy analysis suggested that most of the temperature-sensitive properties of these cells could be explained in terms of the thermal sensitivity of the sodium channel.